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DESY 11-135Antiprotons from dark matter annihilation in the Galaxy: astrophysial unertaintiesCarmelo Evoli,1,2, � Ilias Cholis,3, y Dario Grasso,4, 5, z Lua Maione,6, 7, 8, x and Piero Ullio3, {1National Astronomial Observatories, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, 20A Datun Road, Beijing 100012, P.R. China2Universit�at Hamburg, Luruper Chaussee, 149 22761 Hamburg, Germany3SISSA and INFN, Sezione di Trieste, Via Bonomea, 265, 34136 Trieste, Italy4INFN Sezione di Pisa, Largo Bruno Ponteorvo 3, 56127 Pisa, Italy5Dipartimento di Fisia, Universit�a di Siena, Via Roma 56, I-56100 Siena, Italy6DESY, Theory Group, Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany7Arnold Sommerfeld Center, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at, Theresienstra�e 37, 80333 M�unhen, Germany8Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Physik, F�ohringer Ring 6, 80805 M�unhen, Germany(Dated: June 29, 2012)The latest years have seen steady progresses in WIMP dark matter (DM) searhes, with hints ofpossible signals suggested both in diret and indiret detetion. Antiprotons play a key role in thisontext, sine WIMP annihilations an be a opious soure of antiprotons, and the antiproton uxfrom onventional astrophysial soures is predited with fair auray and mathes the measuredosmi ray (CR) spetrum very well. Using the publily available numerial DRAGON ode, wereonsider antiprotons as a tool to set onstraints on DM models; we ompare against the most up-to-date �pmeasurements, taking also into aount the latest spetral information on the p andHe CRuxes. In partiular, we probe arefully the unertainties assoiated to both standard astrophysialand DM originated antiprotons, by using a variety of distintively di�erent assumptions for thepropagation of CRs and for the DM distribution in the Galaxy. We �nd that the impat of theastrophysial unertainties on onstraining the DM properties of a wide lass of annihilating DMmodels an be muh stronger, up to a fator of � 50, than the one due to unertainties on the DMdistribution (� 2� 6). Remarkably, even reduing the unertainties on the propagation parametersderived by loal observables, non-loal e�ets an hange our preditions for the onstraints evenby 50%. Nevertheless, urrent �p data an plae tight onstraints on DM models, exluding some ofthose suggested in onnetion with indiret and diret searhes. Finally we disuss the impat ofupoming CR spetral data from the AMS-02 instrument on DM model onstraints.Keywords: galati osmi rays; antiprotons; wimp dark matter; dark matter onstraintsI. INTRODUCTIONThe identi�ation of the nature of dark matter (DM) in the Universe remains an unsolved problem. Assumingthat DM is made of elementary partiles, there is unfortunately very sare information on their properties one andedue from the very rih observational evidene aumulated from osmologial and astrophysial measurements, onsales ranging from the size of the visible Universe down to subgalati environments (for a reent review on the DMproblem, see, e.g., [1℄). While one an exlude that DM is eletrially harged, baryoni or hot, hene preluding thepossibility that the standard model (SM) of partile physis embeds a DM andidate, there are very loose onstraintsone an derive on the mass sale of DM partiles and their interation strength with SM states, the two key elementsto address the DM detetion puzzle. The main guideline has then been to fous on lasses of DM andidates whihare motivated by a natural mehanism for their generation in the early Universe; in this respet, weakly interativemassive partiles (WIMPs) are surely among the leading DM andidates. As a rule of thumb, a partile with mass inthe range between a few GeV and a few TeV has a thermal reli density whih is naturally at the level of the measuredosmologial density if its oupling to the SM hot plasma is of weak interation type. The reli abundane salesapproximately with the inverse of the thermally averaged pair annihilation ross setion into lighter SM partiles, andit typially takes the orret value when this is about 3� 10�26 m3 s�1.The density of WIMPs in today's halos is muh smaller than in the early Universe. However there is still a (small but�nite) probability for WIMPs to annihilate in pairs and give rise to detetable SM yields. Suh indiret DM detetion�Eletroni address: armelo.evoli�desy.deyEletroni address: ilias.holis�sissa.itzEletroni address: dario.grasso�pi.infn.itxEletroni address: lua.maione�lmu.de{Eletroni address: ullio�sissa.it
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2has reeived a lot of attention in the reent years in onnetion with the wealth of new data that have beomeavailable, espeially with the new generation of osmi- and gamma-ray detetors. Most notably, there have beena few ases in whih possible disrepanies between data and expetations from standard astrophysial omponentshave led to speulations that an extra omponent due to DM may have been deteted: e.g., PAMELA has deteteda rise in the positron fration [2℄ at energies above about 10 GeV, a result whih has been very reently on�rmedby the preliminary analysis by the Fermi ollaboration [3℄. Also, an exess of gamma-rays has been suggested in ananalysis of the Fermi-LAT data in the Galati enter region [4℄. Cross orrelations with indiret detetion hannelsof a possible detetion of WIMP satterings in the diret detetion experiments DAMA-LIBRA [5℄ and CoGeNT [6, 7℄have also been studied.Within suh a rih indiret detetion program, the role of antiproton measurements has been and remains a majorone. There are several aspets why this is the ase. First of all, in a \demorati" WIMP model, namely a senario inwhih hadron prodution in WIMP pair annihilation is not forbidden either by kinematis or some symmetry enforingWIMPs to be oupled with leptons only, the ratio between DM signal and bakground from standard astrophysialsoures is usually muh larger in the antiproton hannel with respet to all other indiret detetion methods. Aseond aspet regards the fat that the theoretial predition for the bakground omponent is fairly under ontrol:the prodution of seondary antiprotons from the interation of primary osmi rays (CRs) with the interstellarmedium and, subsequently, their propagation in the Galaxy have to be modeled in lose analogy to seondary versusprimary CR nulei, suh as boron versus arbon. One a given phenomenologial model is tuned to reprodue thelatter, the spread in preditions for the antiproton ux is modest. This feature, whih has already been disussed,e.g., in Refs. [8, 9℄, will be illustrated in further details in this analysis onsidering a set of radially di�erent physialpropagation setups.A further aspet making, in priniple, the antiproton hannel appealing for indiret DM detetion, is the fat thatbakground and signal should show readily distinguishable spetral features: By kinematis, the seondary antiprotonsoure funtion is sharply suppressed at small energies, making the bakground ux peak at a ouple of GeV inkineti energy; at higher energies the ux settles on a given spetral index, as mainly determined by the spetralindex of the primaries and by the dependene on rigidity of the spatial di�usion oeÆient. On the other hand,the prodution of low energy antiprotons is not inhibited in DM annihilations, as well as the DM soure funtionannot be haraterized by an injetion power law, but rather as a asade from a single energy sale, the mass of theannihilating nonrelativisti WIMPs. This will result in a signal with a very broad shape spetrum. 1The balloon ampaigns by the BESS detetor [10{12℄ and, even more, the reent measurements by the PAMELAsatellite [13℄ have provided fairly good-preision antiproton data at energies up to about 180 GeV. A further im-provement is soon expeted from the AMS-02 observatory [14, 15℄ on the International Spae Station. The urrentlyavailable data indiate quite learly that the bulk of the loal antiproton ux is due to seondaries: there is a losemath with the spetral features outlined above for this omponent, and the normalization of the ux is in good agree-ment with the preditions within standard CR models �tting seondary and primary CR nulei. Already at present,the data are very powerful to set onstraints on WIMP models, while it is expeted that the quality of the data whihwill be available in the near future will allow to searh for slight spetral distortions to be eventually assoiated toa DM omponent. It is then timely to reonsider the omputation of the antiproton DM signal, disussing in detailthe unertainties involved. Proposed as a signal about 3 deades ago [16, 17℄, the DM indued antiproton ux hasbeen omputed with di�erent level of sophistiation. In the �rst works the antiproton propagation was treated withinthe leaky box model, later more realisti two-dimensional di�usion models were implemented (early works inlude,e.g., [18, 19℄). Under a set of simplifying assumptions (di�usion oeÆient and onvetive winds taken as spatiallyonstant, energy losses and reaeleration e�ets on�ned in an in�nitely thin dis with onstant gas density) thedi�usion equation admits a semianalyti solution in the two-dimensional model; this solution is very useful to studysystematially the very large parameter spae of the model. For a more realisti desription of the Galaxy howeverone needs to implement numerial solutions to the propagation equation, as done, e.g., in GALPROP or DRAGON.While the issue of unertainties on the antiproton DM signals has been studied in some details within semianalytimodels (see, e.g., [8, 20{22℄), we present here an extensive study performed with the fully numerial approah. Theapproah we follow is to introdue a set of rather diverse (and in some aspets extreme) senarios for the propagationof CRs, setting their properties by �xing some of the parameters in the model, suh as the vertial sale for thedi�usion oeÆient, or its saling in rigidity, or the strength of the onvetive winds. In eah senario, using amultidimensional minimization proedure, the additional parameters of the model are �tted against data on the loal1 The e�et of inelasti but non-annihilating sattering of antiprotons with the gas in the interstellar medium, with the prodution of theso-alled tertiary antiproton omponent, tends atually to atten both the astrophysial and DM spetra, thereby broadening the peakedshape of the astrophysial antiproton spetrum and making this argument somewhat looser. However, the qualitative expetations fromthis shape argument are preserved, as it will be lear in the following.



3proton ux (inluding the reent data from PAMELA) and the boron to arbon ratio. A predition is then obtainedfor the bakground antiproton ux, �nding that all models reprodue the data fairly well.However, the propagation models that we have introdued have rather diverse properties on a global sale. There-fore, given that the soure distribution from DM originated CRs is signi�antly di�erent from that of more onventionalCR soures (for whih we �t the propagation properties to the CR data), the impat of the model on the loal DM-indued ux an be dramati, hene introduing rather large unertainties in their preditions, as we will disuss inthis work. While this was already shown with semianalytial models [see e.g. 23℄, the numerial approah allows toquantify the relative unertainties in a more general framework.Moreover, even larger unertainties an be introdued (and it will be disussed here) when onsidering nonstandardpropagation models, in whih some physial proesses (e.g., di�usion, or onvetion) do not happen uniformly in thegalati plane, but depend on position.In this paper we do not onsider astrophysial unertainties whih may arise from seondary antiproton produtionin the SNR surroundings as pointed out in [24℄ and (like TeV sale DM) ould ause a hardening of the antiprotonspetrum above 100 GeV.This paper is organized as follows: in Se. II we introdue the DM senarios we wish to address. In Se. III we brieyintrodue the CR propagation models and the tools we use to solve numerially the CR propagation equation, namelythe DRAGON ode [25℄. We then de�ne a range of propagation frameworks and their impat on the antiproton ux.In Se. IV we disuss in detail the issue of loality in the seondary and DM-indued soure funtions with respetto the loally measured antiproton ux; This gives a guideline for a more exoti propagation model that one ouldonsider to maximize the impat on the DM omponent, as disussed in Se. VI. In Se. V we disuss onstraintson our seleted models within the CR propagation models introdued, while in Se. VII we ompare with previousresults and disuss future perspetives. Setion VIII is devoted to our �nal omments and onlusions.II. DARK MATTER MODELSThere are numerous beyond SM senarios embedding a WIMP DM andidate. Rather than studying generallasses of models over exeedingly large parameter spaes, we hose here to fous on three sample ases whih havebeen reently investigated in onnetion to hints of DM signals in other detetion hannels, but potentially givinga sizable antiproton ux as well. These sample ases are also representative of three di�erent WIMP mass regimes,ranging from fairly light models to multi-TeV DM, and are thus sensitive to di�erent parts of the measured antiprotonspetrum. Sine the di�erent assumptions on the galati CR propagation model inuene di�erently low- or high-energy antiprotons, these three mass ranges are useful to illustrate the dependene of the DM signal on propagation.A. Nonthermal Wino dark matterAs a �rst test ase, we onsider a pure Wino within the minimal supersymmetri extension to the standard model(MSSM). The Wino is a spin 1/2 Majorana fermion, superpartner of the neutral SU(2)L gauge boson and one ofthe four interation eigenstates whose superposition give rise to the four neutralino mass eigenstates in the MSSM;we will onsider it in the limit when the Wino mass parameter, usually indiated as M2, is muh lighter than theother supersymmetry (SUSY) mass parameters, so that interation and mass eigenstates oinide and the Wino is thelightest SUSY partile (LSP) and, in a R-parity onserving SUSY model, stable. Examples of theories whih preditor an embed a low-energy spetrum with a Wino LSP are, e.g., the anomaly mediated SUSY breaking senario [26℄and the G2-MSSM [27℄. If kinematially allowed, the Wino pair annihilation is dominated by the W boson �nal state,driven by the exhange in the t- and u-hannel of a Wino-like hargino whih, in the pure Wino limit, has also a massequal to M2, up to a very small mass splitting indued by radiative orretions. Negleting this small orretion, thetree-level ross setion for ~W 0 ~W 0 !W+W� in the nonrelativisti limit is given by (see, e.g., [28℄):h�viv!0 = g422� 1m2� (1�m2W =m2�)3=2(2�m2W =m2�)2 ; (1)where m� =M2 is the Wino mass, mW the mass of the W boson and g2 the gauge oupling onstant of SU(2)L. Wewill fous on ases with m� in the few hundred GeV range; for suh masses, h�vi is muh larger than the nominalvalue of about 3�10�26 m3 s�1 for thermal reli WIMPs (atually, in this example, this simpli�ed estimate does nothold sine hargino oannihilation e�ets are important, see, e.g., [29℄; Sommerfeld enhanements, namely long-rangee�ets mediated by SU(2)L bosons, are instead relevant only for muh heavier Winos, see, e.g., [30, 31℄). Althoughthe thermal reli omponent is small, this ould still be a viable DM model if Winos are generated nonthermally in



4the out-of-equilibrium deay of heavy �elds, like gravitinos or weakly oupled moduli, see, e.g., [28, 32{35℄. In thisase the reli density depends on the indued reheating temperature and, possibly, on the branhing ratio of the deayinto Winos, two quantities that are in turn de�ned by setors of the theory we did not speify. We will simply assumethat they an be adjusted in suh way that any Wino of given mass an be regarded as a good DM andidate. Resultswill also be disussed in the more general senario in whih m� and h�vi are assumed as free parameters, but stillrestriting to the ase of W boson as dominant annihilation hannel.The reent interest in this model has been stimulated, besides its peuliar signatures at the LHC, by the laim [36, 37℄that a Wino with mass of about 200 GeV an explain the rise deteted by PAMELA in the positron fration [2℄. Thisinterpretation is ontroversial sine the positron exess that it an indeed indue omes together with a rather opiousantiproton yield. It has been shown that under \standard" assumptions for osmi-ray propagation and for the darkmatter distribution in the Galaxy, the orrelation between the leptoni and hadroni yield of this hannel impliesthat the interpretation of the PAMELA positron data in terms of WIMP annihilating into W+W� is exluded forWIMP masses lighter than a few TeV by the nonobservation of an antiproton exess by PAMELA and in previousantiproton measurements, see, e.g., [22, 38, 39℄. In [37℄ three main arguments are given to disregard the antiprotonbound: (i) Sine the positrons from Wino annihilation have, on average, higher energies ompared to antiprotons,it should be possible to �nd some nonstandard energy-dependent propagation setup suppressing the DM-induedantiproton ux, while not a�eting the positron signal; (ii) The exess in the antiproton ux may stem from a grossoverestimation of the seondary antiproton omponent, while it should be plausible to introdue a model in whihthe seondary omponent is subdominant with respet to the DM omponent, with the latter aounting for the bulkof loally measured antiproton ux; (iii) Assuming that the main ontribution to the antimatter signals omes fromannihilations in dense DM substrutures, it should be feasible to �nd a set of DM point-soure on�gurations forwhih positrons are favored ompared to antiprotons, in onnetion to the fat that propagation introdues both asaling with distane and a distortion of the energy spetrum that are di�erent for the two hannels. We will notreonsider this last issue: it has been shown with semianalyti models, both in the limit of stati soures [40℄ as well asinluding proper motion e�ets [41℄, that suh disreteness e�ets tends to enhane more the high-energy antiprotonux than the high-energy positron omponent. The seond argument will be onfuted in the present analysis. As tothe �rst argument, we will show that if one stiks to standard propagation models the antiproton ux is not suppressedenough, even in the most favorable senario, to allow the DM senario envisaged in [37℄, whih an instead be madeviable only resorting to nonstandard propagation models (see Se. VI).B. The very heavy WIMP senarioStill motivated by the PAMELA positron exess, and possibly in onnetion with the loal all-eletron (namelyeletrons plus positrons) ux measured by Fermi [42℄ and HESS [43℄ and showing a E�3 spetrum hardening at about100 GeV - 1 TeV, several analyses have onsidered the possibility of very heavy dark matter WIMPs, with massesup to several TeV and very large pair annihilation ross setion, see, e.g., [38, 44℄. The results of suh studies arethat, to aount for the eletron/positron omponent without violating the antiproton bounds, dark matter needsto be leptophili, i.e., the �nal produts of the annihilation being dominantly leptons, most likely a ombination ofe+e� and �+��. More in general, heavy WIMP models with large annihilation ross setion into quark �nal statesare always rather eÆiently onstrained by antiproton data, sine the hadronization of high energy quarks produesa lot of softer antiprotons, i.e., in the energy range overed by PAMELA whih extends up to 180 GeV; as mentionedabove, �nal states with weak gauge bosons have also a rih antiproton yield, but the peak in these spetra is shiftedto higher energies, so that they may have esaped detetion if the WIMP mass is above a few TeV (the orrespondingeletron/positron yields fail however to reprodue the spetral features found by Fermi and HESS).In most analyses in the literature the antiproton yield from WIMP annihilations has been modeled via Monte Carlogenerators like PYTHIA ; it has been reently pointed out [45℄ that suh result is not aurate for very heavy WIMPsbeause these generators do not inlude the radiative emission of soft eletroweak gauge bosons. This is, in partiular,important for the antiproton ux in the ase of W boson �nal states, as well as for leptophili ases (whih have zeroantiproton yield in the approximation of two-partile �nal state).We will disuss the heavy WIMP regime onsidering a general framework in whih a DM andidate is spei�ed by itsmass, the dominant annihilation hannel and the pair annihilation rate in the nonrelativisti limit. We will onsidera few sample �nal states, like the antiproton dark matter yield as omputed in Ref. [45℄ inluding EW orretions,and set upper limits in the mass{ross setion plane in the di�erent propagation senarios.



5C. Light WIMPs with sizable quark ouplingsThere have been steady progresses in the �eld of diret detetion in latest years. Most reently, the main fous hasbeen on DM andidates with mass around 10 GeV, with two ollaborations having published results ompatible witha positive signal: DAMA and DAMA/LIBRA [5℄ deteted an annual modulation in the total event rate onsistentwith the e�et expeted from WIMP elasti satterings; CoGeNT has just on�rmed [7℄ the detetion of a low-energyexponential tail in their ount rate onsistent with the shape predited for the signal from a light WIMP, as alreadyfound in a previous data release [6℄, showing in addition a 2.8 � indiation in favor of an annual modulation e�et. Inontrast, CDMS [46℄ (see also the reent reanalysis of early data taken at a shallow site [47℄), Xenon10 [48℄ and, mostreently Xenon100 [49℄ have not found any evidene for DM and seem to disfavor the same region of the parameterspae. Taking all data sets at fae value, indeed it appears not possible to reonile them within a single theoretialmodel (for reent analyses on this point see, e.g., [50{52℄), indiating there is some missing piee in the puzzle (orsome problem with one or more of the datasets or their DM interpretations). Still, it is interesting to ross orrelatewith other DM detetion tehniques.Under the hypothesis of spin-independent (SI) WIMP-nuleon elasti interations, a signal at the level of DAMAor CoGeNT requires a fairly large sattering ross setion, and hene a sizable oupling between WIMPs and quarks;using rossing symmetry arguments, one expets equally large values of the WIMP pair annihilation ross setioninto quarks, and hene of the antiproton yields. Considering neutralinos as light as few GeV within a MSSM withoutthe grand uni�ed theory uni�ation ondition on gaugino masses, Refs. [53, 54℄ notied a tight onnetion betweena large diret detetion signal, at the level of the DAMA modulation e�et, and a large antiproton signal, testablein the urrent generation of osmi-ray experiments. In this spei� ase, atually, the orrelation is to some extentaidental, sine it is not the same interation vertex entering sattering and annihilation and, moreover, the pairannihilation ross setion of nonrelativisti Majorana fermions (suh as neutralinos) into Dira fermions is heliitysuppressed, i.e., it sales with the square of mass of the �nal state fermion.To address the impat of propagation parameters on the antiproton signal from light WIMPs, it is suÆient toonsider the simpler framework in whih the WIMP-quark interation is introdued at an e�etive level integratingout some heavy degrees of freedom, and with the rossing symmetry manifestly implemented. We refer to a asewhih looks partiularly ontrived, a real salar partile � with ontat interation ontributing to the SI ross setionand the annihilation through the quark bilinear �qq [55{59℄; using the same notation as in Ref. [60℄, this operator iswritten as Os = q 2m��2 �2 �qq : (2)With this normalization, the SI WIMP-nuleon ross setion, usually ast in the form:�n;p = 4��2n;pf2n;p ; (3)where �n;p is the redued mass of the WIMP-nuleon system (the index n stands for a neutron, the index p for aproton), the e�etive ouplings fn;p are fn;p =Xq q�2 mn;pmq f (n;p)Tq ; (4)where the sum runs over all quarks and the nuleon quark frations f (n;p)Tq will be assumed aording to their meanvalues in Ref. [61℄. Correspondingly, the pair annihilation ross setions in the nonrelativisti v ! 0 limit is giveninstead by: h�viv!0 = 12m2�� Xq � q�2�2 1� m2qm2�!3=2 ; (5)with the sum running over all quarks lighter than �. One may onsider two extremes: The ouplings q an beassumed to be universal; in this ase the relation between annihilation and sattering ross setion WIMP-proton ish�viv!0 = �p � 3(m� +mp)2m2p 1~f2p Xq  1� m2qm2�!3=2 ~fp �Xq mpmq f (p)Tq : (6)



6The seond possibility is that they are proportional to the Yukawa ouplings, q = ~p2mq=v, with the orrelationbeoming: h�viv!0 = �p � 3(m� +mp)2m2p 1̂f2p Xq m2qm2p  1� m2qm2�!3=2 f̂p �Xq f (p)Tq : (7)Within our standard hoie of parameters ~fp = 18:5 and f̂p = 0:375; m� = 10 GeV and �p = 2 � 10�41 m2, valuesompatible with CoGeNT data aording to Ref. [6℄, gives in the �rst ase h�vi ' 3 � 10�30 m3 s�1, i.e., a very smallvalue most likely not testable with indiret detetion tehniques, while in the seond ase h�vi ' 3 � 10�26 m3 s�1,the nominal value required for the thermal reli density of a WIMP to aount for the dark matter in the Universe.D. The antiproton soure funtion for the DM omponentThe soure funtion for the WIMP DM omponent sales with the number density of WIMP pairs in the Galaxytimes the probability of annihilation and the antiproton yield per annihilation, namely it takes the form:Q�p(~r; t; p) = 12 ���(~r)m� �2 dN�pdE h�vi ; (8)where m� is the DM partile mass, h�vi the pair annihilation ross setion in the limit of small relative veloity v forthe inoming partiles, and dN�p=dE the antiproton emission spetrum. All these quantities are �xed one a spei�WIMP DM andidate is seleted, suh as, e.g., within the three sample frameworks introdued above. The furtheringredient one has to provide, independent of the spei� WIMP model, is the spatial distribution of WIMPs in theMilky Way. In most of our analysis, we will assume that the DM density pro�le is spherially symmetri and takesthe form: ��(r) = �0f (r=ah) ; (9)where, as suggested from results of N-body simulations of hierarhial lustering, f(x) is the funtion whih sets theuniversal (or nearly universal) shape of dark matter halos, while �0 and ah are a mass normalization and a lengthsale, usually given in terms of the virial mass Mvir and a onentration parameter vir . The dynamial onstraintsavailable for the Milky Way provide only weak disriminations among viable dark matter density pro�les. We willonsider three sample ases: the latest simulations favor the Einasto pro�le [62, 63℄:fE(x) = exp �� 2�E (x�E � 1)� ; (10)with the Einasto index �E ranging about 0.1 to 0.25 (we take �E = 0:17 as a referene value); we will also deriveresults for the pro�le originally proposed by Navarro, Frenk and White (NFW) [64℄, i.e.,fNFW (x) = 1x(1 + x)2 ; (11)whih is most often used in the dark matter studies. Finally we will onsider the Burkert pro�le [65℄:fB(x) = 1(1 + x)(1 + x2) ; (12)in whih the entral enhanement in the dark matter pro�le predited in the numerial simulations is totally erased,possibly as a bakreation of a baryon infall senario with large exhange of angular momentum between the gasand dark matter partiles, see, e.g. [66℄. A density pro�le with a onstant ore is also phenomenologially motivatedsine it reprodues better the gentle rise in the rotation urve at small radii whih seems to be observed for manyexternal galaxies, espeially in the ase of low-mass dark-matter-dominated low surfae brightness and dwarf galaxies[67℄. The free parameters in the three models are hosen following the analysis in Ref. [68℄, where a new study on theproblem of onstruting mass models for the Milky Way was performed, omparing with a vast sample of dynamialobservables for the Galaxy, inluding several reent results, and implementing a Bayesian approah to the parameterestimation based on a Markov hain Monte Carlo method. We adopt here pro�les orresponding to the mean valuesin the resulting distributions, as spei�ed in Table I, having seleted the loal halo density ��(R�) = 0:4 GeV m�3



7Parameter Einasto NFW BurkertMvir [1012 M�℄ 1.3 1.5 1.3vir 18.0 20.0 18.5�E 0.22 - -��(R�) [ GeV m�3℄ 0.4 0.4 0.4ah [ kp ℄ 15.7 14.8 10.0TABLE I: Parameters de�ning the dark matter halo pro�les implemented for this analysis. The value of the loal halo density��(R�) and the halo sale fator ah are given here for referene, being a derived quantity if we adopt as mass sale parameterthe virial mass Mvir and length sale the onentration parameter vir.

FIG. 1: DM density pro�les versus the radial oordinate (Left panel: z = 0) and vertial oordinate (Right panel: R equal tothe loal galatoentri distane R�) in a ylindrial frame. Both the spherial pro�les (Einasto - red; NFW - blue; Burkert -green) and the two dark dis pro�les (Eq. 13 - orange; Eq. 14 - gray) are normalized to 1 at our position in the Galaxy.for all three models (it is onvenient to ompare di�erent pro�les using the same loal normalization, and, in any ase,suh value of the loal halo density is lose to the best �t value for eah of the three pro�les). The onventions we usedto de�ne virial mass and onentration parameters are: Mvir � 4�=3�vir ��0R3vir , with �vir the virial overdensity asomputed in Ref. [69℄, ��0 the mean bakground density and Rvir the virial radius; and vir � Rvir=r�2, with r�2the radius at whih the e�etive logarithmi slope of the pro�le is �2. Note �nally that the value of onentrationparameters in the Table refer to a �t of the pro�le to the Galaxy and not to the dark matter density before the baryoninfall; hene a diret omparison with values found with numerial simulations for the dark matter omponent only(whih, in general, are lower for Milky Way size halos) is not straightforward. The shape of the three spherial halomodels is shown in Fig. 1; with our hoie of parameters, the Einasto and the NFW pro�le trae eah other downto fairly small radii, while the ored Burkert pro�les shows a more evident departure from the others. Reently,osmologial simulations inluding baryons [70{72℄ have suggested the existene of a dark disk substruture withinCDM halos, with a harateristi sale height of the order of 1 kp. Would a dark dis be present in the Milky Way,it would have an impat on the WIMP antiproton soure funtion; we will disuss this e�et using two alternativeparameterizations for the dark disk (DD) pro�le, di�ering only in vertial shape, namely [71℄:��;DD(R; z) = �0;DD e(1:68(R��R)=RH)e(�0:693z=zH) (13)and [71℄: ��;DD(R; z) = �0;DD e(1:68(R��R)=RH)e(�(0:477z=zH)2) ; (14)



8with zH = 1:5 kp and RH = 11:7 kp. An alternative parameterization of the vertial pro�le in terms of the inverseof the square the hyperboli osine, also given in Ref. [71℄, would give essentially the same results as Eq. 14. Thikerdisks (zH = 2:8 kp and RH = 12:6 kp) have also been suggested using HI data [73℄; however, as explained below,sine the e�et of a thik disk an be mimiked by hanging the height of the CR di�usion zone to about zH , we willnot onsider this model.When inluding a dark disk, there are two soure funtions ontributing to the DM indued antiproton ux and weneed to �x the relative normalization. Referene [71℄, has suggested as an upper estimate on the loal DM densityin the dark dis ompared to the loal DM density from the spherial halo omponent to be �0;DD=��(R�) � 1:5.For simpliity, in our simulations with a dark disk omponent, we will assume �0;DD=��(R�) = 1, whih is loseto the maximal dark disk ontribution we ould have. We also still keep �xed the total loal DM density (namely�0;DD + ��(R�)) to be 0.4 GeV m�3, sine, for omparison, it is still onvenient to have same loal normalizationof the DM soure funtion. Suh a hoie dereases the total dark matter mass inluded within R� by � 1=3, seethe plot of radial and vertial pro�les in Fig. 1, and thus would have, e.g., an e�et on the star irular veloity atR = R�, one of the piees of information whih has also been used in getting the value of 0.4 GeV m�3 in [68℄ (seealso [74℄). Thus in estimating the loal value of the DM density an analysis inluding the possible presene of a darkdisk would be neessary, whih is however beyond the sope of this paper.III. SELECTION OF CR PROPAGATION MODELS: SIGNAL VERSUS BACKGROUNDThe propagation of CRs in the Galaxy is governed by the following transport equation [75℄:�Ni�t � r � (Dr� v)Ni + ��p � _p� p3r � v�Ni � ��pp2Dpp ��p Nip2 == Qi(p; r; z) +Xj>i �ngas(r; z)�jiNj � �ngas�ini (Ek)Ni ; (15)in whih Ni(p; r; z) is the number density of the i-th atomi speies; p is its momentum; � the partile veloity inunits of the speed of light ; �ini is the total inelasti ross setion onto the interstellar medium (ISM) gas, whosedensity is ngas; �ij is the prodution ross setion of a nulear speies j by the fragmentation of the i-th one; D is thespatial di�usion oeÆient; v is the onvetion veloity.The di�usion oeÆient D is assumed to be of the form:D(�;R; z) = D0 ��g(R; z)� ��0�Æ ; (16)with � � p�=(Ze) being the rigidity of the nuleus of harge Z and momentum p, g(R; z) desribing the spatialdependene (in ylindrial oordinates) of D, and � ontrolling essentially the low energy behavior of D. While onewould expet � = 1 as the most natural dependene of di�usion on the partile speed, several e�ets may give rise toa di�erent e�etive behavior. For example, it should be taken into aount that di�usion may atually be enhanedat low energies due to the bak reation of CRs on the magneto-hydrodynami waves. In a dediated analysis of thate�et, a low-energy inrease of D was found [76℄. While suh a behavior annot be represented as a simple funtion of� and �, an e�etive value of � may, nevertheless, be found whih allows to �t low energy data. Clearly, the requiredvalue of � depends on the details of the model. For example in [76℄ � = �3 was found, while the authors of [77℄ found� = �1:3, in both ases for models with Æ = 0:5 (but rather di�erent values of other parameters). In [9℄ � = �0:4was found to allow a rather good �t of low energy nulear data for models with low reaeleration and Æ ' 0:5. Here,where not di�erently stated, we tune �, as other parameters, by minimizing the �2 of the model against B/C andproton data (see below).The spatial behavior of D(�;R; z) is largely unknown. In the following, we will assume that the funtion g(R; z)an be fatorized as g(R; z) = G(R)ejzj=zt ; (17)and we will set G(R) = 1 whenever we do not expliitly mention a di�erent radial dependene. The vertial dependeneof the di�usion oeÆient is assumed to be exponential with sale height zt, in orrelation with the saling of magneti�elds in the Galaxy. Notie that this assumption is opposed to most analyses in the literature whih assume insteadthat D does not depend on z, however our results either for standard and exoti omponents depend mildly on thishoie and we do not disuss further. We set the vertial size of the propagation box as: zmax = 2� zt.



9TABLE II: We report here the main parameters of the referene CR propagation models used in this work. The KOL andCON models have a break in rigidity the nulei soure spetra  at respetively, 11 GV and 9 GV. The modulation potential� refers to the �t of proton PAMELA data only.Model zt(kp) Æ D0(1028m2=s) � vA(km=s)  dv=dz(km=s=kp) �2B=C �2p � (GV) �2�p Color in Fig.sKRA 4 0:50 2:64 �0:39 14:2 2:35 0 0:6 0:47 0:67 0.59 RedKOL 4 0:33 4:46 1: 36: 1:78=2:45 0 0:4 0:3 0:36 1.84 BlueTHN 0:5 0:50 0:31 �0:27 11:6 2:35 0 0:7 0:46 0:70 0.73 GreenTHK 10 0:50 4:75 �0:15 14:1 2:35 0 0:7 0:55 0:69 0.62 OrangeCON 4 0:6 0:97 1: 38:1 1:62=2:35 50 0:4 0:53 0:21 1.32 GrayThe last term on the left-hand side of Eq. (15) desribes di�usive reaeleration of CRs in the turbulent galatimagneti �eld. In agreement with the quasilinear theory we assume the di�usion oeÆient in momentum spae Dppto be related to the spatial di�usion oeÆient by the relationship (see e.g., [75℄)Dpp = 43Æ(4� Æ2)(4� Æ) v2A p2D ; (18)where vA is the Alfv�en veloity. Here we assume that di�usive reaeleration takes plae in the entire di�usive halo.For the CRs generated by standard astrophysial soures, Qi(p; r; z) will desribe the distribution and injetionspetrum of SNRs, whih we parametrize asQi(Ek; r; z) = fS(r; z) q0;i ��(Ek)�0 ��i ; (19)In this paper we assume the same soure spetral index i =  for all nulear speies unless di�erently stated. Werequire the soure spatial distribution fS(r; z) to trae that of Galati supernova remnants inferred from pulsars andstellar atalogues as given in [78℄. We heked that other distributions, among those usually adopted in the literature,do not a�et signi�antly our results. For the ase of DM annihilations, the soure is given above in Eq. (8) where theantiproton yield per annihilation dN�p=dE is obtained interfaing the numerial ode with the DarkSUSY pakage [79℄,in turn linking to simulations with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo, exept for the heavy WIMPs models for whih tablesprovided by [45℄ are used instead.Seondary antiprotons are generated in the interation of primary CRs with the interstellar gas. The ISM gas isomposed mainly by moleular, atomi and ionized hydrogen (respetively, H2, HI and HII). Here we adopt the samedistributions as in [25, 80℄. Following [81℄ we take the He/H numerial fration in the ISM to be 0.11. We have testedthat di�erent models for the gas distribution (i.e., [82, 83℄) a�ets marginally the �tted model parameters and henethe predited antiproton spetra.The di�usion equation o�ers just an e�etive desription of the CR transport in the Galaxy. The main parametersdetermining the propagated distribution and spetrum of CR nulei are the normalization of the di�usion oeÆientD0, its vertial sale zt and its rigidity slope Æ, the Alfv�en veloity vA and the onvetion veloity v(R; z). Presentlyavailable observations of seondary/primary ratios, like the B/C, or unstable/stable ratios, like 10Be/9Be allow todetermine suh parameters only up to large unertainties (see [9℄ for a referene list of the experimental data).Moreover, seondary-to-primary ratios are sensitive only to the ratio D0=zt, while unstable-to-stable ratios, thatare somewhat more sensitive to D0 and zt separately and an therefore break the degeneray, su�er from largeexperimental unertainties. Therefore, the half-height of the di�usion region zt is poorly onstrained by CR nuleiobservations. Radio and -ray observations are more sensitive to zt and seem to disfavor small values zt . 1 kp (seee.g., the reent works [84, 85℄). To plae an upper bound on zt requires instead more areful analyses. However, theparameter zt might a�et signi�antly the ux expeted from DM soures, as they are also distributed in the galatihalo. Also the antiproton fration reahing the Earth from the galati enter region depends strongly on zt. Forthis reasons, we onsider 5 di�erent referene models, enompassing a range of possible propagation regimes, whihwe summarize in Table II: Models KRA, THN and THK assume Kraihnan type turbulene (Æ = 0:5) but di�er inthe adopted height of the di�usion zone in order to probe the e�et of varying this parameter on the �p ux; the KOLmodel assumes instead Kolmogorov turbulene (Æ = 0:33); the CON model onsiders onvetive e�ets. All thesemodels are hosen in suh a way as to minimize the ombined �2 against B/C and the proton spetrum data under therequirement to get �2 < 1 for eah of those hannels. An aurate modeling of proton data is ruial sine protons arethe main primaries of seondary antiprotons. For the �rst time in the ontext of seondary antiproton omputations,the proton spetrum is �tted against the high preision data reently released by the PAMELA ollaboration [86℄. Wealso heked that the 4He spetrum measured by the same experiment is reprodued by eah of those models. The



10�ts are performed minimizing the �2 in the multidimensional parameter spae de�ned by D0, �, the Alfv�en veloityvA, the proton and nulei spetral indies i, the solar modulation potentials �. For some models a spetral breakhas to be introdued in the soure proton spetrum in order to ahieve an aeptable �t (�2p < 1) of proton data (seebelow). For those models the spetral indexes below/above the break and the break rigidity are also �tted.The propagation equation is solved with the publi availableDRAGON ode [25℄, implementing a numerial solutionwhih assumes ylindrial symmetry and a stationary state. In Fig. 2 spetra for our seleted sample of models, asobtained after the �tting proedure, are plotted against the B/C ratio, and the most relevant proton data. Beauseof their strong satter, presently available 10Be/9Be data annot reliably be used in a statistial �t. We heked,however, that all models in Table II are roughly ompatible with those data (see Fig. 3).For the KRA, THN and THK models (same Kraihnan type turbulene, di�erent values of zt) relatively low valuesof the Alfv�en veloity ( 10� 15 km=s) and negative values of � provide the best �t of the data. No spetral break isrequired to reprodue proton data. The KRA model is atually very similar to the best �t model found in [9℄. TheKOL model, in agreement with previous �ndings [80℄, requires a larger vA. While that model allows to reprodue thedata with the onventional value � = 1, it requires to introdue an ad ho break in the primary proton soure spetrumin order to reprodue the observed proton spetrum. This is a well-known presription whih has to be imposed topropagation models with strong reaeleration (see e.g. [87℄). One should also notie that strong reaelerationmodelsmight be in ontrast with synhrotron observations [88℄.The models mentioned above do not aount for the presene of onvetion. However, stellar winds an be verye�etive in removing CRs from the galati plane, hene their presene may a�et signi�antly CR propagation andDM originated uxes. The Galati di�use soft X-ray emission observed by ROSAT has been interpreted with thepresene of a strong Galati wind [89, 90℄. Therefore, we build the CON model in order to probe the e�ets ofonvetion. We assumed zt = 4 kp, �xed the onvetive speed to zero on the Galati plane and assumed a uniformgradient in the z diretion, direted outwards the galati plane, dv=dz = 50 km/s/kp, to have a veloity of severalhundreds km/s at the halo hedge. For this model, we �x � = 1 and all other parameters, inluding Æ, are then �ttedagainst the data. The best �t value of Æ = 0:6 is larger than the other models as expeted in order to ompensate thelow energy CR depletion produed by onvetion.Solar modulation has to be taken into aount for a orret modeling of the CR spetra below few GeV=n. Similarlyto what done in most related papers, we treat solar modulation in the "fore �eld" harge independent senario [91℄.As it is well known, in this senario modulation an be parametrized in terms of an e�etive potential �. Sine �is a model dependent parameter, for eah model we also �t it against the data. For the B/C we �x the modulationpotential to the value of 550 MV for data above � GeV, ACE data need instead a resaling of the modulation potentialas done in previous works. We �nd that a modulation potential of 300 MV for the KOL and CON models and 220 MVfor the KRA, THN e THK models are in good agreement with the data.Low energy proton data are the most sensitive to �. When omparing against PAMELA �p data, whih providethe strongest onstrains on DM models, we use the PAMELA proton data, over their entire energy range, to �t theparameter � (see Table II). In some ases we will use other antiproton datasets (see Fig. 4) and to properly take intoaount the e�et of modulation we re�t the modulation potential against the proton ux as measured from the sameexperiment in the same solar yle period. The antiproton and proton data are taken from [12℄ for BESS and from[92℄ for the AMS-01 experiment. A. Seondary antiprotonsAs we disussed in the introdution, seondary antiprotons are an unavoidable byprodut of CR propagation and arethe major bakground for indiret DM searhes. We use DRAGON to determine the seondary antiproton spetrumfor eah model in Table II. Our approah is the same followed in [9℄ (to whih we address the reader for details) andit is similar to that disussed in several previous papers [8, 93℄. Our analysis aounts for the sattering p � pISM,p �4 HeISM, 4He � pISM and 4He �4 HeISM and for annihilation and inelasti, nonannihilating, sattering of �p ontothe ISM gas. The ontribution of heavier CR and ISM nulei is negligible. Based on the data from ISR STAR andALICE experiments [94{96℄ there is an energy dependent unertainty up to �9% on the multipliity ratio of produedantiprotons relative to the produed protons; propagating suh unertainty would have an impat on our �nal resultswithin a few %. Notie however that this is a minimum level of unertainty one should inlude on the antiprotonprodution ross setion. Referene [8℄ has evaluated the nulear physis unertainties by omputing all the relevantross setions using the Monte Carlo program DTUNUC. Their results suggest 25% unertainty in the propagated uxfrom the nulear physis, whih is below the 40% unertainty in the antiproton predition that [97℄ has suggested byomparing the di�erene between the results for p-p ollisions, of the DTUNUC Monte Carlo simulation with thosefrom the ross setion parametrizations of [98℄ and of [99℄.We �nd that all models, whih are built to reprodue the B/C data, provide a good �t also of the antiproton
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FIG. 2: Left panel: Comparison of referene models with B/C data (solid: modulated with a potential of 550 MV, dashed:with a potential of 300 MV or 220 MV, see Se. III). KRA (red), KOL (blue), THN (green), THK (orange), CON (gray), seeTable II. Right panel: The proton spetrum omputed for the same models modulated with a potential given in Table II areompared with PAMELA data [86℄.

FIG. 3: The 10Be/9Be ratio omputed for the referene models in Table II, modulated with a potential � = 400 MV. The oloroding is the same as in Fig. 2.measured spetrum above a few GeV. At lower energies the KOL model underprodues �p (see Fig. 5). This is a wellknown feature of models with strong reaeleration (see e.g., [9℄). From the right panel of Fig. 5 we see that themaximal satter on the seondary proton spetrum amounts to �30 % in the 0:1�102 GeV energy range whih turnsinto signi�ant unertainties on the room possibly left for a DM �p omponent.
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FIG. 4: Left panel: Comparison of the loal spetrum of seondary antiprotons for di�erent propagation models (modulatedwith a potential as given in Table II). Right panel: Frational ratio between the di�erent loal spetrum and the KRA model.B. Antiprotons from WIMP annihilationsFor the same set of di�usion models we have just introdued, in Fig. 5 we show the preditions obtained withDRAGON for a �rst sample WIMP model, a pure Wino with mass equal to 200 GeV, annihilating in pairs into W-bosons with a ross setion of h�vi = 2� 10�24 m3s�1. For eah propagation model results are shown for the threespherial DM distributions introdued in Table I. As evident from the plot, the antiproton ux from WIMP DMannihilations is muh more dependent upon the propagation model than the seondary omponent. Preditions arealso learly sensitive to how the soure funtion hanges away from the loal neighborhood (the three halo pro�lesare normalized in the same way at the loal galatoentri distane), with the loal antiproton ux being in some ofthe models signi�antly larger for DM density pro�les whih are enhaned in the galati enter region. Summing thetwo e�ets, the spread in the preditions for this single DM andidate is larger than a fator of 40, to be omparedto the 30% spread at low energy in the seondary omponent (also ompare the left hand side of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).The range of unertainty found here is omparable to what has been found in previous studies in the literature [8, 22℄and brings in a number of questions that we are going to address in detail in the next setion disussing loality ornonloality issues. IV. LOCALITY TESTSTo disuss the origin of the disrepanies in the ratio between the signal from DM annihilations and the bakgroundfrom seondary prodution within the set of propagation models and dark matter distributions we are onsidering, itis important to study the dependene of the antiproton ux at our loation in the Galaxy as a funtion of the positionwhere the antiprotons are generated in the two ases.We start by testing a lose analogue in our numerial solution of what would be the loal response in the �p ux to apoint DM soure of �p if we would implement a solution of the propagation equation with the Green funtion method.Sine we are working with a numerial ode whih assumes ylindrial symmetry and �nite step size in radial (�R)and vertial (�z) diretions, we de�ne a \ringlike" soure funtion on our grid:Q�p(R; z; �R; �z) / 1R�R�z ; �R��R=2 < R < �R+�R=2 �z ��z=2 < z < �z +�z=2 (20)0 otherwisei.e., a soure with ring shape and parallel to the Galati plane, whih we will normalize setting to 1 the ux for a\ringlike" soure of R = R�. All results for DM omponents shown in this setion are obtained assuming the 200
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FIG. 5: Left panel: Comparison of the loal spetrum of antiprotons from 200 GeV Wino DM (h�vi = 2 � 10�24m3s�1) fordi�erent propagation models (the olor oding is the same as in Fig. 2), assuming a modulation potential as given in Table IIand the three spherial halo model pro�les introdued in Table I (solid: Einasto pro�le, dotted: NFW, dashed: Burkert). Rightpanel: Fration ratio between the di�erent loal spetrum and the KRA model. In some ases solid and dotted urves oinide.GeV Wino model introdued above. However, sine the e�et of energy redistributions are marginal for antiprotonsalong propagation, the results we present in this setion are independent of this hoie.In Fig. 6 we plot the response on the loal antiproton ux to a DM soure loated at the galatoentri distane Rand vertial height z, for three di�erent values of the kineti energy of the loally observed (propagated) �p, Ek = 1,10, 100 GeV. Remarkably, the relevane of distant soures is very di�erent for di�erent propagation models whih allreprodue the B/C and other CR nulear data. In partiular, in the THN (green lines) and CON (grey lines) models,whih are haraterized by a small normalization of the di�usion oeÆient, the relative �p ux dereases rapidly withthe soure distane. For instane at Ek = 10 GeV, the �p ux arriving from R = 5 kp, is suppressed by a fator of 100ompared to the loal ux in the THN model (zt = 0:5 kp), a fator of 8 in the KRA ase (zt = 4 kp) and only afator of 5 in the THK model (zt = 10 kp). This is expeted sine the THK model has the thikest di�usive halo sizeand the largest D0, giving therefore the largest ontribution from distant soures. In the onvetive model, instead,although we assumed the same halo thikness zt = 4 kp as in the KRA and KOL models, the ontribution of the ringsoure depends strongly on its position relative to ours. Again this is lear, as onvetion makes partiles esape fasteraway from the disk, as does a smaller value of zt. Conerning the dependene of the �p ux on the vertial position ofthe soure, it is signi�ant for small radial oordinates R . 5 kp, beause the di�usion distane from there to theobservation point at R = 8:5 kp and z = 0 inreases signi�antly with z. We also notie that as we inrease thedistane z of the soure from the galati plane, (see solid vs dashed vs dotted-dashed lines of Fig. 6), the drop of the�p ux relative to R = 8:5 kp is smoother. Sine we normalize to the ux at R = 8:5 kp and z = 0 kp from a soureat the same position, and the di�usion oeÆient inreases exponentially with z (as given in Eq. 17) a signi�antfration of injeted �ps at z = 1; 2 kp esapes before reahing z = 0; e.g., for injeted �p at z = 2 kp, R = 8 kp andEk = 10 GeV, ' 50% of the �ps esape in the thik halo model THK, ' 80% in the KRA (intermediate halo) model and' 95% in the THN (thin halo) model2. We also note that, di�erently from the ase of e�, in the antiproton (proton)ase the di�usion timesales (esape times) are typially muh smaller than the energy loss timesales (� E=(dE=dt)).Within our models where the di�usion oeÆient sales as D � EÆ with Æ > 0, higher energy CRs propagate viadi�usion to greater distanes, whih explains why the 100 GeV �p uxes are less loal ompared to the 1 GeV �p uxes.In Fig. 7 we introdue another more quantitative loality test by showing the ontribution to the loal uxes givenby soures loated within a torus with axis at the galati enter and perpendiular to the Galati plane, with majorradius equal to our galatoentri distane R� and minor radius (radius of the tube) equal to the parameter RS .2 In this ase, for the THN model our simulation extended to a height of 3 kp away from the disk.
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FIG. 6: Flux observed at Earth for a \ringlike" soure loated at distane R from the GC and z = 0 (solid line), z = 1 (dashed),z = 2 (dashed-dotted), normalized to the ux for R = R� and z = 0. From left to right the plots are for propagated Ek = 1,10, 100 GeV. Color of lines represent di�erent propagation models as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 7: Ratio of the loal ux obtained onsidering soures with distane smaller than RS to that obtained with RS =1: up)primary protons (solid line) and seondary antiprotons (dotted); down) antiprotons from DM (solid: Einasto, dotted: NFW,dashed: Burkert). From left to right the plots are for Ek = 1, 10, 100 GeV. Color ode is the same as in Fig. 2.



15For RS = R� essentially the whole soure funtion is inluded in the omputation; we show results as normalizedto this ase. In the top panels we present our results for CR protons injeted by SNRs and seondary antiprotonsprodued by CR spallation, while in lower panels those for DM antiprotons omputed for the Wino model and thethree spherially symmetri density pro�les. As expeted also from Fig. 6, we see that for the THN and CON modelsthe CR proton and seondary antiproton uxes reahing the Earth are produed only within 3 kp from the Earth;for the other propagation models almost 90% of the loal ux is produed by SNRs or primary interations within 6kp.It is again evident that the antiproton ux from DM annihilations is onsiderably more a�eted by the propagationparameters. For the very thin model THN it is very loal irrespetive of the DM halo pro�le and the energy of thedeteted antiproton. For the onvetive model CON, the relative ontribution of loal DM soures is still dominant,espeially for the ored Burkert DM pro�le and at low energies. Remarkably, the DM distribution towards the GalatiCenter has little e�et in the CON model. For the other models the ontribution of annihilations in regions loseto the Galati enter an be very large and is indeed the dominant one for dark matter density pro�les whih arepeaked towards the Galati enter (the annihilation rate is proportional to �2). One an also see small di�erenesbetween the Einasto and NFW pro�les, whih, as one an see in Fig. 1, have sizable di�erenes only for r . 100 p.A omparable analysis was already performed for semi analyti models in [100, 101℄. Even if the models onsideredin this paper are not diretly omparable with their setups, our results are ompatible with their �ndings for ordinarysoures and we on�rm that halo height is the most important parameter in determining the loality of exotiontributions. V. LIMITS ON DM MODELS FROM ANTIPROTON DATASine the �p produed in pp and pHe ollisions in the ISM ontribute signi�antly to the loal �p ux in the observedenergy range, providing a very good �t of urrently available data, and WIMP annihilations an be in priniplea opious soure of �p, antiprotons are a powerful hannel to set limits on WIMP DM models. Still, as we justdisussed, the predition for the WIMP signal is severely a�eted by unertainties in the propagation model and theDM distribution in the Galaxy. In the following, taking the onventional astrophysial ontribution (bakground)as obtained in the �ve propagation models listed in Table II (see also Fig. 2-7), we onsider the three DM WIMPsenarios introdued in Setion II and derive onstraints on the DM annihilation ross setion, for a spei� DM massand our three referene spherial dark matter pro�le, by requiring that the total antiproton ux is within 3� to theombination of all the �p ux data points.We larify that those onstraints are not the most onservative onstraints. In fat they are the strongest onstraintswe ould get, by having propagation models that �t already the B=C ux ratio, the p and He uxes and also givegood �t to the �p ux. Signi�antly weaker onstraints on DM have been drown by allowing for greater unertaintiesin �p bakground ux [22, 38, 39℄. The most onservative upper limits on DM models ome from being ompletelyagnosti about �p bakground uxes, setting limits by demanding that the DM �p ux does not exeed the measured �pux at any energy by more than 3� [39℄. Suh a method provides more robust onstraints. On the other hand theadvantage of our method is that it provides more realisti onstraints.In Fig. 8 we present our 3� limits with three di�erent spherial halo pro�les (Einasto, NFW, Burkert), for thenonthermal Wino DM models up to 500GeV. The most tight onstraints ome from the thik (THK) propagationmodel, whih probes a larger part of the dark halo, while the thin halo, for the opposite reason gives the weakestonstraints similarly to the work by [102℄. Yet even the thin di�usion model exludes a Wino DM lighter than 300(200) GeV at 3� level for a Burkert (NFW) pro�le. Thus models suh as [27, 28℄, that have been suggested by [37℄to explain the rise of the positron fration measured by PAMELA [2℄ are exluded. Note that the more onventionaldi�usion zone KRA and KOL models exlude Wino DM up to 500 GeV. In Fig. 9, we give the equivalent onstraintsfor heavy WIMPs that annihilate into �+�� with the high energy muons that are produed emitting EW gaugebosons whih are responsible for the antiproton yield [45℄. While being an important soure, the emission of thegauge bosons is not strong enough though, to exlude in most ases the regions of parameter spae ompatible at 3�with the �t of the PAMELA positron fration and Fermi all-eletron measurement [103℄. An interesting exeption isthe model with high onvetion, whih exludes to 3� most part of the PAMELA 3� �t region above m� = 1 TeV.Sine the presene of onvetion, hardens the �p uxes, higher onvetion models an draw tighter onstraints on theheavier DM models than low (or no) onvetion models do. This an learly be seen by omparing the 3� limits fromthe onvetion model between Fig. 8, 9 and 10. Thus to onstrain leptophili heavy DM models, via �p, we need toquantify better the level of onvetion in the Galaxy.The updated upper limits from ARGO-YBJ [104℄ (see also [105℄) at 2 TeV (�p=p � 0:05) and 5 TeV (�p=p � 0:06) donot put any tighter onstraints on these heavyWIMPs either. In Fig. 10 the results for a lightWIMP annihilating to b�b(to model for the ases of strong ouplings to quarks) are presented. Also we show for omparison the favored/exluded
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FIG. 8: Constraints for the Wino model as funtion of the partile mass. The blak line orresponds to the ross setion givenin Eq. 1. Colors are as in Fig. 2 (solid: Einasto pro�le, dotted: NFW, dashed: Burkert).

FIG. 9: Constraints for the heavy DM andidate in �� hannel. Colors are as in Fig. 2 (solid: Einasto pro�le, dotted: NFW,dashed: Burkert). The orange shaded region is the Fermi e+ + e� data 3� �t region, and the green shaded region is thePAMELA positron fration 3� �t region[44℄. The blak line gives the HESS 2� upper limits [103℄.regions of annihilation ross setions onneted to the favored/exluded spin-independent elasti sattering rosssetions through Eq. 7. The ouplings of the DM salar � to the quarks q -by ontat interation terms- areproportional to the Yukawa ouplings. We show the equivalent region to the 90% C.L. favored region by CoGent inthe data released in 2010 [6℄ and their more reent 2011 results [7℄, as well as the region favored by DAMA/LIBRA [5℄(without hanneling). Independent studies have also analyzed the region favored by the CoGent dataset where anhint of annual modulation e�et has been found, see, e.g., [50{52, 106℄. For instane, the results of Ref. [106℄ suggesta slightly higher WIMP-nulear sattering ross setion, whih would also give in a slightly higher annihilation rosssetion; in Fig. 10 we present only the lower overall region related to [7℄. Finally we give the equivalent to the reent
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FIG. 10: Constraints for the light DM andidate in b�b hannel. Colors are as in Fig. 2 (solid: Einasto pro�le, dotted: NFW,dashed: Burkert). Also shown for omparison the favored regions of annihilation ross setions onneted to the 90% C.L.favored spin-independent elasti sattering ross setions regions from CoGent [6, 7℄, DAMA/LIBRA [5℄ and the reent 90%C.L. limit from Xenon100 [49℄.limit 90% C.L. from Xenon100 [49℄. Our limits provide omplementary onstraints to diret detetion limits belowmasses of 7 GeV. We note that, like Xenon100, our limits from all the models apart from the THN (thin halo) exludethe favored regions by CoGent and DAMA, while the THN model exludes only the DAMA region. This result issimilar (but more onstraining) to the result in [60℄ For a ase where the DM partile is a vetor, having also ouplingsto the Yukawa the CoGent and DAMA regions move down by a fator of 3, whih are still strongly onstrained by thedata (for another analysis ross orrelating antiproton and diret detetion data for light WIMPs, see also [107{109℄).Also reently, [110{112℄ have suggested the possibility of reoniling the CoGent and DAMA favored regions withthe limits from CDMS and Xenon by having the oupling of DM to the proton vs the neutron di�erent. This is doneeither from violation of isospin [110, 111℄, or by having satterings via both photon and Higgs ehange [112℄. Theseworks suggest that the preferred by the data, value for the ratio of the e�etive oupling of the DM partile to theneutron fn, to the proton fp, is fn=fp � �0:7 (�0:71 for [112℄). Yet sine in all these models, the suggested satteringross setion to the proton (that agrees with all the data) is higher by about 2 orders of magnitude ompared to thatfor a salar DM with fn=fp = 1 as shown in Fig. 10, these models are strongly disfavored by the �p onstraints.VI. MORE ON ASTROPHYSICAL UNCERTAINTIESThe onstraints shown in setion V already give a lear evidene of the relevane of the assoiated unertainties.On the one hand, preditions of DM antiprotons su�er from unertainties due to the unknown density distributionof the DM toward the galati enter. On the other hand, the e�etive propagation models determined by �tting thenulear CR omponents lead to di�erent preditions for DM originated and, to less extent, astrophysis generatedantiprotons.Moreover, we should remark that even a very preise determination of the loal e�etive propagation parameters inTable II would leave large unertainties on the propagation onditions in the inner Galaxy, where the DM produtionrate is also maximal (unlike the standard astrophysial �p). Therefore, the predited �p ux from DM is overall moreunertain than the astrophysial �p ux, or, for that matter, any CR spetrum from the onventional astrophysialsoures. Yet we remark that preditions of eletron and positron spetra from dark matter are instead less sensitiveto these unertainties, beause the eletron/positron mean free path at high energy is shortened by strong energylosses.In order to better disuss these points, we show in the following the resulting e�et of either modifying the CRpropagation properties in the inner Galaxy or introduing a disklike struture in the DM density distribution.



18A. Nonstandard propagation modelsWe propose here a few nonstandard di�usion models to show to what extent we an hange the physial onditionswithin the inner 3 kp of the Galaxy to modify the uxes from DM without a�eting signi�antly the standardobservables. E�ets of di�erent position dependene for the di�usion oeÆient or of a di�erent pro�le for theonvetion veloity were already investigated in [113℄ and in [114℄. It is worth emphasizing here that this analysis anbe performed only with numerial models, and in partiular exploiting the features of the DRAGON ode, as opposedto the semianalyti approah within whih it is not possible to aount for a variation of the di�usion oeÆient andof the onvetive veloity with position.For referene, our exoti propagation models are based on the KRA model, suitably modi�ed as desribed below:� in the expr model the di�usion oeÆient is assumed to be very small in the inner galaxy R < 3 kp, aordingto D(r) = D0 � 0:5� [tanh ((r � 3 kp)=0:25 kp) + 1:02℄ (21)Loal variations of the di�usion oeÆient are naturally expeted, due to the position dependene of the magnetiturbulene injetion and transport. While to explain nulear CR data suh radial dependene needs not beinvoked, the explanation of nonloal observables, as for example the -ray pro�le the gradient problem found inEGRET and Fermi [115℄ data, may be rather natural in models with radial variation of the di�usion oeÆient[25℄.� in the onvetive model we assume instead that a strong onvetive wind is e�etive in the inner regionR < 3 kp.The onvetive wind is assumed to be direted outside the galati plane in the z-diretion, with an intensityvC(z) = 200 � (z=1 kp) km=s. We remark that aording to ROSAT observations suh strong stellar windsan exist in the inner galaxy and a�et CR propagation [116℄. In the same paper [116℄ suh winds were alsoproposed as a possible alternative solution to the \CR gradient problem".Besides these two models we also tested a Gaussian bubble on�guration, with the di�usion oeÆient having aGaussian inrease away from the solar system asD(r; z) = D0 e� r�R�rD �2e� jzjzD �2 : (22)We onsidered the ases rD � 5 kp and zD � 5 kp, thus making the esape time of loally produed CRs muhlarger than that of CR produed at jzj > zD, r � R� > rD. As a result the observed p; �p spetra at high energiesare dominated by loal soures while at lower energies more distant soures are more dominant even for CR p and�p. However, while by seleting properly the injetion spetra for the protons we an reover the observed protonspetrum, the spetrum of the B/C ratio an not be reovered by hanging the di�usion parameters, Alfv�en speedand nulei injetion spetrum properties within reasonable values. Thus di�usion models suh as that of Eq. 22 failin �tting seondary uxes overall and we will not disuss them any longer.Results are shown instead for the expr and the onvetive models in Fig. 11 for B/C and astrophysial antiprotonsand in Fig. 12 for DM antiprotons. As it is lear from Fig. 11 the B/C ratio and the seondary antiproton spetrumare very little a�eted by the propagation onditions within the inner galaxy. This an be understood by onsideringthat the typial interation timesale for B, C and ordinary protons (whih then originate the seondary antiprotons)is of order � � (ng  �)�1 � 6� 1014 s (ng=1 m�3)�1(�=50 mb)�1, whih yields a typial propagation length of order�(�) �p6D(�) � � 5:4 kp (�=20 GV)0:25 in the KRA model. Moreover, astrophysial B, C and �p soures are mainlyorrelated with SNR and gas distributions, whih peak at R ' 4 kp. Therefore signi�ant ontribution of B and Cat the Earth position annot ome from the inner galaxy at energies below a few 10 GeV/n. At energies above a few10 GeV/n the propagation length is larger and ontribution from the inner region beomes more relevant, althoughthe B/C ratio is still little dependent upon physis in that region. The same argument applies to astrophysiallygenerated antiprotons.On the other hand, the DM �p soure distribution learly peaks at the GC. Therefore, the DM �p ux is indeedstrongly sensitive to the propagation onditions in the GC region, as it is lear from Fig. 12. In partiular, for spikedpro�les the e�et an be as large as � 80% at 100 GeV, while for ored pro�les the e�et is muh smaller and probablyomparable with other unertainties (see right panel in Fig. 12).B. E�ets of a possible dark diskThe presene of a possible disk DM struture (DD) has been reently suggested by [70℄ as a natural expetation in�CDM senarios. We therefore onsidered also this possibility. When propagating CR �p aounting for the presene
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FIG. 11: Left panel: The B/C for the KRA model (red), for the model with radial dependent di�usion oeÆient (green) andthe model with strong onvetion in the inner galaxy (blue). We remark that the red and blue lines are superimposed. SeeSe. VIA for details. Right panel: the seondary �p ux omputed for the same models.

FIG. 12: Left panel: The �p ux from a DM Wino of 200 GeV for the KRA model (red), for the model with radial dependentdi�usion oeÆient (green) and the model with strong onvetion in the inner galaxy (blue), for di�erent DM pro�les (solid:Einasto, dotted: NFW, dashed: Burkert). Right panel: The relative ratio of the nonstandard propagation models with theKRA model (same olor/style ode as for the left panel).of a dark disk, the DM density is assumed to be � = �SH + �DD , with �SH the DM density of the spherial halo.We reall that sine we are interested in understanding what is the maximal e�et that the dark disk an have onthe �p ux, we set for simpliity �0DD=�0SH = 1 in our simulations. We also set the total loal DM density to be0:4 GeV m�3, as we have done in the ase of a spherial only omponent.As we show in Fig. 7 (bottom row), the �p ux of DM origin produed at distanes larger than 6 kp from ourposition an be rather important. In fat assuming a NFW pro�le we get that ' 40% of the observed DM �p ux
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FIG. 13: Left panel: The �p ux from a 200 GeV Wino obtained for the KRA model assuming di�erent DD pro�les [red linesare for the model of Eq. 13, blue lines are for the model of Eq. 14℄. The ontribution from DD only is shown as dotted lines,the total ontribution is shown as solid lines. For referene, the blak solid line shows the �p for the NFW pro�le without a DDpro�le. Right panel: The �p obtained for the propagation model with di�erent zt: KRA (red), THK (yellow) and THN (green).Dashed line is for the model of Eq. 13, dotted for the model of Eq. 14.is produed from the inner 2 kp of the halo,3 where inluding a dark disk omponent with �0DD = �0SH has thebiggest e�et on the density. In Fig. 13 (left), we show the �p ux of DM origin for the ase of ombined �SH + �DDpro�le, and ompare it to the spherial only (NFW) pro�le. As a propagation model we use our KRA model whihhas zt = 4 kp, that is signi�antly larger than the zH sales of the DD pro�les. The resulting DM originated �p uxis dereased by a fator of 2 in both onsidered ases, due to the fat that the di�erene between a spherial halo onlysoure and a spherial halo + dark disk soure is of that order in the relevant di�usion region.Interestingly, the dark disk ontribution (�2DD) to the �p ux is a fator of 10 times lower than that of the spherialomponent in the entire range of the �p spetrum (see dotted lines in Fig. 13 left). Suh a suppression happens sine,as we show in Fig. 7 (bottom row) only ' 10 � 20% of the DM �p ux in the ase of a spherial halo is produedwithin the inner 1 kp from the Sun. With the rest of the �p ux produed at distanes > 1 kp from the Sun'sposition, having a dark disk omponent with muh lower DM density (than the spherial halo) espeially outside thedisk plane (but within the di�usion zone) an have a strong impat on the DM �p ux (see also disussion in [117℄ forthe ase of Sommerfeld enhaned annihilating DM). We note that while the di�erent dark disk pro�les vary in their�2DD omponent of the ux, the total (�SH + �DD)2 does not vary that muh between those models, thus making thedetails of the dark disk pro�le less important (as long as we are in the regime of zt > zH).In Fig. 13 (right), we show the e�et of di�erent propagation models in the only �2DD omponent of the ux, forthe two onsidered dark disk pro�les. Depending on the DD pro�le, the e�et of hanging the propagation model (fora �xed DD pro�le) is between a fator of ' 6 [model of Eq. 13℄ and a fator of ' 4 [model of Eq. 14℄. Adding the �2SHand 2�SH�DD terms of the ux makes though the hanges in the total DM �p ux between di�erent models similar tothose shown in Fig. 5 (with the uxes though suppressed by a fator of 2).3 With the exeption of the thin halo (THN) model.
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FIG. 14: Left panel: Loal spetrum of antiprotons from 200 GeV Wino DM for the KRA model and assuming a modulationpotential of 550 MV, obtained by: running the semianalyti model in DarkSUSY (blak); running DRAGON in our standardsetup (red); with a DRAGON run whih assumes a spatially onstant di�usion oeÆient (blue), plus no reaeleration (green),plus no energy losses (orange). Solid lines are obtained assuming Einasto pro�le and dashed lines are for Burkert pro�le. Rightpanel: Fration ratio between the DRAGON runs (same olor oding) and the DarkSUSY result.VII. DISCUSSION: COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVESA. Comparison with the semianalyti solutionMost analyses of the antiproton DM signal in the literature have been performed via semianalyti solutions of thedi�usion equation. Equation 15 admits suh solutions in the ase of a set of simplifying assumptions is implemented.On top of the hypotheses of stationary limit, ylindrial symmetry and free esape at the boundary of the di�usionregion, whih are applied also to our numerial treatment, one needs to restrit to models with: (i) a spatially onstantdi�usion oeÆient (as opposed to exponentially rising in the vertial diretion, and, possibly, with a radial dependenewithin our model); (ii) an in�nitely thin gas dis of onstant density loated at z = 0 (rather, again, than some morerealisti gas distribution given as a funtion of R and z { a dis with �nite thikness is also an option, and in this asethe di�usion oeÆient an be set to two di�erent funtions of rigidity, one in the dis and one in the di�usive halo);(iii) energy losses and reaeleration whih are either negleted or inluded as a mathing solution term at z = 0; and(iv) a onvetion veloity perpendiular to the Galati plane and with the spei� form v = (0; 0; sign(z)V), whereV is a onstant (however, we will not ompare onvetion models in the following). Under these hypotheses, thetransport equation an be worked out by fatorizing out the radial part of the solution through an expansion of thenumber density and its soure funtion in a Fourier-Bessel series, and solving analytially the di�erential equation inthe vertial diretion on eah term of the series. The solution an then be written as a sum of Fourier-Bessel modes,with integrals over volume of the soure funtion entering in the oeÆients. This is the solution implemented, e.g.,in the DarkSUSY pakage to estimate the loal antiproton ux from WIMP annihilations. If the DM density pro�leis not too large in the GC region, the sum onverges rapidly and this approah to the di�usion equation an besubstantially less CPU onsuming than the full numerial solution. For very uspy distributions, the terms in theseries show an osillatory pattern whih instead onverges rather slowly and this semianalyti approah may not beanymore that powerful (see, however, the proedure to improve the onvergene suggested in [118℄). In Fig. 14 weshow, for the 200 GeV Wino model already disussed in Ses. II A and IV and the spherial Burkert and Einastopro�les, a omparison between our numerial solution in the ase of the KRA propagation model and the solutionobtained with the DarkSUSY ode trying to math as losely as possible the propagation setup. In partiular, weassume that the height of the di�usion region orresponds to our parameter zt [9℄, a onstant di�usion oeÆient,namely setting g(R; z) = 1 in Eq. 16 and keeping the same dependene on rigidity, that the gas (hydrogen) has adensity of 1 m�3 in a layer of 0.2 kp thikness (but implemented in the solution as in�nitely thin dis at z = 0), thatenergy losses and reaeleration an be negleted. In the left panel of Fig. 14 we plot the result of the omputation
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FIG. 15: Left panel: Comparison between results obtained with the semianalyti propagation ode inluded in DarkSUSY(dashed lines) and standard runs with DRAGON (solid lines), for a 200 GeV Wino DM and for our standard set of propagationmodels (the olor oding is the same as in Fig. 2). We show results for the Burkert pro�le. Right panel: Fration ratios betweenthe DRAGON runs and the DarkSUSY results.obtained with DarkSUSY (blak lines), the result with our standard DRAGON run (red lines) and results with otherDRAGON runs as obtained hanging progressively the on�guration to a onstant di�usion oeÆient within zt,swithing o� reaeleration and energy losses. As it an be seen, in this ase the results of the omputation in thesemianalyti and the numerial model are in fairly good agreement, within about 20%. One an also see that thereis no onspiray between the di�erent simplifying assumptions to indue a larger or smaller antiproton ux, but theytend to ompensate; in partiular, the e�et of negleting reaeleration is rather mild as one ould have expetedfrom the broad shape of the WIMP soure funtion, and energy losses have really no impat. In Fig. 15 we show, forthe same WIMP model, the omparison of the full DRAGON numerial solution with the DarkSUSY solution, for someof the propagation models in Table II and the Burkert spherial halo pro�les. Even for the Burkert pro�le, for whihwe had found that the largest ontribution to the loally measured ux omes from loal soures, the presriptionwe have implemented for translating one model into the other does not work as well as for the �rst example we haveonsidered, with di�erenes of the order of 40%.B. Comparison with previous resultsThe literature on the �p based onstraints on DM models is quite wide. Here we limit ourselves to ompare ourresults with some of the most reent results. In [22℄ the PAMELA �p=p data were �rst used in this framework toonstrain WIMP annihilation ross setion in a mass range between � 100 GeV and 1 TeV. The DM �ps as well asthe seondaries' propagation were treated with a semianalytial ode as desribed in [8, 20℄. The unertainty on theseondary ux was evaluated to be 20-30%, whih is omparable with our results, while that on the DM ontributiondue to propagation amounts to about 1 order of magnitude (see also [21, 23℄), whih is slightly smaller than that foundin this paper. The onstraints in [22℄ are based on a bin by bin omparison of theoretial models and experimentaldata whih is di�erent from the quality of �t analysis performed in this work. We found however that our onstraintson the Wino models are in rough agreement with those results. Heavy leptophili and light WIMP models were notonsidered in [22℄. Furthermore eletroweak orretions to �p prodution were not onsidered.Light WIMP models were onstrained in [119℄. Again, propagation was treated semianalytially and eletroweakorretions were not inluded in that analysis. Our onstraints are slightly more stringent than those in that paperfor most propagation models but the THN one.In [39℄ one of us used the GALPROP numerial di�usion pakage to propagate seondary as well as DM �ps for anonthermal wino model with a propagation setup similar to our KOL. By omparing the sum of those two ontributionswith PAMELA data he obtained onstraints very similar to those orresponding to the blue lines in Fig. 8. Eletroweakorretions, whih were not onsidered in that paper, have a marginal role for that lass of models. Those orretions



23were instead inluded in the analysis reported in [120℄ and [121℄, both based on semianalytial di�usion models. Theantiproton based onstraints whih were obtained onsidering the ��!We� and ��! Ze�e+ annihilation hannels(the �ps being produed by the gauge boson deay) are similar to those derived in this paper for the wino models.Heavy leptophili models (for whih the e�et of eletroweak orretions are the largest), however, were not onsideredin [120℄ and no onstraints on the ross setions were derived in [120℄.C. The projeted AMS-02 sensitivityAs we disussed in Se. III the present unertainty on the propagation parameters gives rise to large satter inthe seondary and espeially in the antiproton spetra from DM. This strongly limits the present sensitivity to darkmatter indiret searh in that hannel. Here we shortly disuss how the AMS-02 observatory, whih was deployed onthe International Spae Station in May 2011, may drastially improve this situation.AMS-02 is designed to provide simultaneous measurements of a number of CR speies, inluding antiprotons,protons and a wide set of nulei, with unpreedented preision. In order to estimate the sensitivity of this observatoryto DM models in the �p hannel we adopt the following preliminary AMS-02 performanes4.We will limit ourselves to energies below 250 GeV in whih range we use the antiproton geometrial aeptaneA�p = 0:25 m2sr. The energy resolution for protons and antiprotons is expeted to be �E=E � 20 % at about 100 GeVand to beome 10 % below 10 GeV. We onservatively assume �E=E � 25 % below few hundred GeV whih allows10 bins per energy deade. We also use a projeted geometrial aeptane for light nulear speies A �N = 0:45 m2srin order to estimate the AMS-02 sensitivity to CR propagation parameter. We note that at the highest �p energies thegeometrial aeptane is expeted to drop from the value of 0.25 m2 sr, while the energy resolution beome worse.Most importantly proton spill-over from soft satterings inside the detetor is expeted to inrease the observed �puxes, thus plae a limit to the highest energies at whih a reliable measurement of the �p ux an be made.As we disussed in Se. III the present unertainty on the propagation parameters give rise to a large satter inthe seondary and espeially in the antiproton from DM annihilation omputed spetra. Those unertainties areexpeted to be onsiderably redued by AMS-02 thanks to its planned auray measuring several seondary/primarynulear speies ratios, the B/C most importantly. In Ref. [122℄ the AMS-02 projeted error on the measurement ofthe di�usion oeÆient spetral index was estimated to be �Æ ' 0:02 and that on the halo sale height �zt = 1 kpwith the same on�dene.5 Although in that paper the AMS-02 superondutor design was adopted, we estimatedthat the unertainty on Æ should not hange signi�antly with the �nal AMS-02 design. However, in order to aountfor possible systematis, we adopt here the larger error �Æ ' 0:05.Even under these onservative assumptions, the error with whih AMS-02 should be able to determine Æ will beonsiderably smaller than the present unertainty (0:3 . Æ . 0:7 [9℄) allowing to drastially redue the allowed set ofpropagation models.The unertainty with whih AMS-02 will onstrain zt may be larger than that estimated in [122℄ as a onsequeneof the redued mass resolution of the new experimental design. This turns into a smaller disriminating power nulearisotopes in partiular of the 10Be and 9Be the ratio of whih an used to infer the di�usive halo thikness. Sinethe AMS-02 ollaboration has not released yet the mass resolution of the new instrumental setup, here we onsiderseveral test values of �zt.For illustrative purposes we assume that the atual propagation setup is desribed by the KRA model. Under thishypothesis, in Fig. 16 we ompare the total (seondary + DM) �p spetrum omputed for a Wino DM models withm� = 200 GeV and a ross setion h�vi = 3� 1025 m3s�1, with the seondary �p spetrum. The AMS-02 projetederror refer to 1 year of data taking. The band about the predited seondary spetrum (red dashed line) representsthe projeted unertainty orresponding to varying Æ in the range 0:5� 0:05 while tuning the other parameters so tokeep the B/C ompatible with the model within 2 �. We see that this unertainty, whih is mainly due to degenerayof the B/C ratio for di�erent values of the Alfv�en veloity, is relevant only below few GeV.The three bands representing the �p ux from DM, orrespond to �zt = 1; 2; 3 kp. Sine the e�et of this unertaintyon the total �p ux is very small, in the �gure we show only that orresponding to �zt = 3 kp.We see that even under these pessimisti assumptions the unertainty on the total �p should not prevent to detetan exess on the bakground due to DM annihilation even with small relatively small ross setion. This omes with4 M. Inagli, B. Bertui, private ommuniation.5 Although a vertially homogeneous di�usion oeÆient was adopted in that paper those errors should not hange signi�antly adoptinga exponential vertial pro�le. We also note that these results where alulated for �xed ISM gas, onvetion and re-aelerationassumptions. Relaxing them may have a more strong impat on how muh �Æ and �zt will derease by the AMS-02.
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FIG. 16: The �p spetrum from Wino DM with m� = 200 GeV and annihilation ross setion h�vi = 3 � 10�25 m3s�1propagated aording to the KRA model (blue solid line); the seondary �p omputed for the same model (red solid line);the sum of those omponents (red dotted line). Error bars represent AMS-02 projeted statistial errors after 1 year of datataking. The gray band around the red solid line is the unertainty on the seondary �p spetrum due to the expeted AMS-02error on the B/C measurement. The light, medium and dark grey bands around the blue solid line represent the unertaintiesorresponding to an error �zt = 1; 2; 3 kp on the knowledge of the di�usive halo sale height.the assumption that the seondary prodution ross setion does not ause a break in the bakground spetrum inthe same energies (� 100 GeV). In Fig. 17 (left panel), we represent the projeted AMS-02 sensitivity to Wino-likeDM models for the KRA propagation model after 1 years of data taking. These plots have been performed followingan approah similar to that used to derive the onstraints showed in the previous setion: for eah hoie of the DMmass we determined the annihilation ross setion suh that the total �p ux exeeds the seondary ux omputedfor the eah of those models by 3�. Although these plots do not aount for systematial errors, it is evident byomparing them with those in Fig. 8 that AMS-02 has the potential to improve on the sensitivity on the annihilationross setions by more than one order of magnitude. In Fig. 17 (right panel) we also show the analogous onstraintsomputed for the heavy dark matter model whih annihilate into � at tree level. From this �gure the reader an seeas AMS-02 should have the apability to on�rm, or to rejet, those models as a solution of the PAMELA positronanomaly reently on�rmed by Fermi-LAT [42℄. Yet, we note that we have not taken into aount the systematierrors at the highest energies, of proton spill-over and a possible fast inrease of �E=E with E (taking it onstantinstead), sine no suh information is publily available. Sine these systemati errors an inrease the �p ux, howweaker the DM onstraints will atually be will strongly depend on the AMS-02 performane above 100 GeV.D. The e�et of a break in the CR spetraReent data from the CREAM ballon-borne experiment [123℄ seems to on�rm earlier suggestions (see e.g. [124℄)that CR nulei spetra at few TeV/nuleon are harder than in the 10-100 GeV range and that helium and heaviernulei spetra are harder than the proton spetrum at orresponding energies. As we mentioned in the above, reentlyPAMELA measured a break in the p and He CR uxes at rigidity R ' 230 GV [86℄ whih, if extrapolated to higherenergies, is ompatible with CREAM results. If on�rmed, those features may have relevant impliations for theseondary antiproton ux shown also in [125℄, hene for DM indiret onstraints.Here we disus two distint possibilities for the origin of suh a break, and how CR antiprotons measured by AMS-02ould be used as a probe to disriminate among them.The �rst possible explanation for the break at rigidity R ' 230 GV, shown also in Fig. 18 (left panel) for the p uxis that this break omes from the injetion of CR p and heavier nulei into the ISM. That ould be beause at theaeleration sites the formation of a preursor may take plae as has been suggested semianalyti work on the di�usiveshok aeleration [126{129℄. The presene of a preursor would lead in higher energy partiles being ompressed
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FIG. 17: Constraints for the Wino (left panel) and the heavy (right panel) DM models ross setions as funtion of the partilemass assuming simulated AMS-02 data for �p. Solid, dotted and dashed lines refers to Einasto, NFW and Burkert DM densitypro�les respetively.more (on average) and thus aelerated to a harder spetrum than the lower energy partiles [126, 129℄. Alternativelya seond population of SNRs ould be emerging at � 230 GV. Both ases are modeled as \a break in the injetionspetra", shown as blue lines in Fig. 18. The seond possible explanation is that at � 230 GV we observe a hange inthe turbulene power spetrum of the ISM as seen by CRs, whih ould be Kraihnan type at low R and Kolmogorovtype at high R, whih we show as green lines in Fig. 18.Both ases an explain as we show in Fig. 18 (left panel) the observed break at the protons (shown) and He (notshown). As antiprotons are produed by the CR p, He and metals, the observed break at 230 GV, should lead in a�rst soft break (hardening of the spetrum), shown in Fig. 18 (left panel), ompared to the �p ux predited if p and Hedid not have any break at 230 GV (red line). That �rst soft break is the ase for both the break in the injetion andthe break in the di�usion oeÆient(Fig. 18). Yet in the ase of the break in the di�usion oeÆient, we should alsoobserve from the propagation of the seondary �ps in the ISM a seond hardening at '230 GV, shown in Fig. 18(rightpanel). On the basis of this argument, in [125℄ it was notied that if AMS-02 observes an hardening in the �p spetrumat the same rigidity where PAMELA has observed the break in p and He it would on�rm the break in the di�usionoeÆient.A omplementary analysis has also been arried out in [85℄ where the authors onluded that the di�erenes betweenthe break in the injetion versus the break in the di�usion are too small in the di�use galati ux at middle and highlatitudes and E > 100 GeV, to give a onlusive result for one vs the other senario. Thus �ps may atually be thebest probe to understand the origin of the 230 GV break.VIII. CONCLUSIONSIn this artile, we have explored various soures of unertainty whih a�et the searh of the antiproton osmiray omponent possibly produed by dark matter annihilations in the Galaxy. We mainly foused on astrophysialunertainties, due to CR propagation and DM spatial distribution.For this purpose, we have onsistently omputed the loal ux of antiprotons produed by DM and by interationsof p/He nulei with the ISM for several numerial di�usion models. We �xed model parameters under the presriptionthat they provide good statistial �ts (�2red < 1) of reently updated B/C and proton data under di�erent onditionswhih may a�et the seondary and espeially the DM �p uxes. In partiular, we have studied di�erent rigiditydependenies of the di�usion oeÆient, a wide range of galati halo thikness and also onsidered a model with astrong onvetion. All these models are in very good agreement with the new PAMELA data [13℄ and they also givea rather good desription of the 4He spetrum measured by the same experiment above few GeV.
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FIG. 18: Left panel: The p ux obtained for the KRA model assuming a break in the injetion spetra (blue) and a break inthe di�usion oeÆient (green), ompared with the ase with no breaks (red). Right panel: The �p obtained for the di�erentsenario.For what onerns seondary antiprotons, we found a rather weak variane (less than 30% between 0.1 and 100 GeV)of their ux on the hoie of the propagation model. This is explained by the fat that their prodution mehanismand energy losses are similar to those of seondary nulei on whih the models are tuned. The agreement betweenthe predited seondary �p and the experimental data (espeially those of PAMELA [13℄) are very good with the onlymarginal exeption of the KOL model (see also [25℄). Therefore, in agreement with previous results, we onlude thatfrom the presently available antiproton data it omes no reason to invoke a new ontribution to the ux and that apossible DM ontribution to the antiproton ux must be subdominant.Then we ompared numerial preditions with experimental data to get onstrains on DM annihilation models fordi�erent propagation models and DM density pro�les. We onsidered three lasses of DM models disussed in Se. IIreently investigated in onnetion to hints of DM signals in other detetion hannels but potentially giving a sizableantiproton ux as well. For eah of those models we onsidered three DM pro�les (Einasto, Navarro-Frenk-White andBurkert) whih are often adopted in the related literature. We found a strong dependene, up to a fator of about50, of the DM �p ux on the hoie of the propagation model. This variane is dominated by the large unertainty onthe propagation parameters, most importantly by that on the di�usion halo sale height and it is even larger thanthe unertainty due to the hoie of the DM pro�le.In order to interpret these results, we have investigated how the relative antiproton ux hanges as a funtion ofthe soure position in the Galaxy for di�erent propagation models. In qualitative agreement with �ndings by othergroups employing semianalyti tehniques to solve the transport equations,[100, 101℄ we found that seondary nuleiand antiprotons reahing the Earth are mainly produed within a distane of few kp from the Earth position. Theyare therefore very weakly a�eted by possible variations of the propagation onditions in the inner Galaxy where mostof the DM antiprotons are produed. In order to test the possible onsequenes of this issue on the DM onstraints,we exploited the features of the DRAGON tool that allowed us to onsider also some nonstandard, though physiallymotivated, di�usion models in whih the physial onditions in the inner 3 kp of the Galaxy are di�erent from therest of the disk. We found a signi�ant e�et on the DM ontribution without a�eting the loal observables likeB/C and protons that are mostly used to determine the propagation model parameters. Other than being by itselfanother soure of unertainty, this also means that the propagation unertainty in DM antiproton preditions annotbe redued beyond the one given by nonstandard propagation models even if new high preision measurements of theloal nulear observables will be available in the future. Only a omprehensive study inluding loal and nonloal(e.g., -ray) observables may sueed in reduing safely the propagation unertainties.With these limitations in mind, we derived new onstraints on DM annihilation ross setion for a set of propagationmodels adopting radially uniform propagation properties. In spite of the large astrophysial unertainties disussedabove, our onstraints already exlude some models whih rose a wide interest in the reent literature, suh as � 200GeV Wino models [37℄ suggested in onnetion to the rise of the positron fration measured by PAMELA, and lightbinolike DM models in onnetion to the CoGent and DAMA signals. It is worth reminding here that our analysis
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